Introduction
This vignette describes how to use PathwaySeq to perform accurate statistical pathway analysis on RNASeq data ( [3] ). The data consist of RNA-Seq count data, a clinical/experimental variable, and (optionally) a stratified covariate. The package implements a data transformation step to increase power, and then computes a quadratic form statistic for each pathway. Automatic pathway annotation is provided for Human, Mouse and Rat. This vignette uses one human dataset and one rat dataset as the examples.
Preparation
At a minimum, PathwaySeq requires a count data matrix and an annotation object such as Ensembl Gene ID (for human, mouse or rat) or Ensembl Transcript ID (for mouse or rat) or Gene Symbol (for mouse or rat), as well as a clinical/experimental vector The sample size per stratum has to be at least 8. If the list of IDs contains empty elements, please remove them and the corresponding rows of the count data matrix accordingly before the analysis.
Raw Count Data data.test: we provide 1000 randomly selected annoted genes from the Geuvardis project for testing purposes. If your original data is dataframe, first convert it to a matrix.
A vector of Ensembl Gene IDs (human, mouse, or rat), or, alternatively, Gene Symbol or Ensembl Transcript ID (for mouse or rat) test.ID.
Clinical/experimental variable gender: in this example, the variable records the sex of the individual.
Covariate vector center(subpop): in this vignette, we use the subpopulation ancestry as a stratified covariate. Among 448 cell lines, 91 were from CEU (coded as 1), 92 from FIN (2), 88 from GBR (3), 93 from TSI (4), 84 from YRI (5). 
Miscellaneous Issues
Before running PathwaySeq, be sure to remove any rows of the raw count data that consist of all zeros.
Transformation of the data
Let C denote the raw count data matrix and l j the library size for sample j, i.e. l j = sum j C ij . After transformation, the new expression matrix G for the ith gene and jth sample contains elements g ij = c η1 ij /l η2 j . The function get.maxindex finds the transformation to identify the maximum number of nominally significant genes when running the R package MCC ( [2] ) by choosing η 1 , η 2 from among values on a grid. For this toy example, the choosen η 1 = 0.9, η 2 = 1. 
Pathway analysis
After we have indicator matrix and scaled data, we can set up the threshold for pathway analysis. The package has an option for the threshold of significance after Benjamini Hochberg correction of the p-values. 
